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The purpose of a data management plan (DMP) is to set up a coherent approach to 
data issues pertaining to a particular programme of work. The data management 
objectives are to ensure that: 

− a high quality documented data archive is created; 
− appropriate data support is provided to the data users and creators; 
− data are made available to users in a timely fashion; 
− academic credit for data creation is given; 
− conditions of use, access and deposit are clearly stated and do not infringe on 

the data creators' rights; 
− potentially scientifically valuable data are kept for reuse in the long-term and 

by other disciplines; 
− results can be checked and validated. 

 
 
In order to fulfil this objective the DMP needs to: 

− be an agreed record of the data management needs and issues within a 
programme of work; 

− define who is responsible for data management activities both within data 
centres and by the data creators; 

− list the expected data products that will need management and provide a 
mechanism for recording/agreeing changes to final archived products; 

− list the expected data inputs of the programme; 
− lay out the expected timetable and key dates; 
− list issues, such as volume of large volumes or sensitive information; 
− clearly state the conditions of use, access and deposit; 
− briefly describe the context of the programme. 

 
The DMP will need be tailored for different types of data and to encompass any 
unusual aspects of particular datasets.  Information may need to be gathered from 
several sources including the data providers, project PIs and BADC support staff.  
When writing a DMP it is useful to find and adapt an existing DMP from a similar 
type of dataset. 
 
DMPs are often required to be submitted to project steering committees or planning 
groups in order to outline the role played by the BADC in the project.  A 
paragraph/couple of lines covering most or all of the following sections will be 
needed. 
 
 
 
 



Introduction/Scope  
The purpose of this data management plan (DMP) is to set up a coherent approach to 
data issues pertaining to <project/programme>. The data management objectives are 
to ensure that:  

− a high quality documented data archive is created; 
− appropriate data support is provided to the data users and creators; 
− data are made available to users in a timely fashion; 
− academic credit for data creation is given; 
− conditions of use, access and deposit are clearly stated and do not infringe on 

the data creators' rights; 
− potentially scientifically valuable data are kept for reuse in the long-term and 

by other disciplines; 
− results can be checked and validated. 

 
This document is an agreed record of the data management needs and issues within 
<project/programme>. It defines who is responsible for data management activities 
both within data centres and by the data creators. It lists the expected data products 
and provides a mechanism for recording and agreeing changes. Other data needs and 
issues are also laid out so that problems can be identified early. It includes conditions 
of use, access and deposit to clearly express the ownership and rights associated with 
the data. 
 
The scope of this document is data management of the data used or generated by the 
<programme/project>. The programme aims to <...description of project/programme> 
 
Rights and responsibilities  
In line with NERC data policy [ref] the data creators have the following rights and 
responsibilities. 
 
About the dataset  
Definition - What is the dataset? 

− Is it instrument measurements, model output etc? 
− Is it raw or processed/reprocessed? 
− Who is it for? Is it for a particular project or just for general use? 

 
Format of Dataset  

− What will the location and structure of the archive be? 
− What format is the data in/going to be in? e.g. NetCDF, NASA-Ames, HDF, 

GRIB, images, other standard format, other instrument specific format… 
− What will the filename structure be?  
− Will there be future versions of the data? How will they be handled? 
− What is the anticipated volume of data? - in total or volume per day/month/year. 
− Are there start and end dates for the data? If so when are they? 

 
Metadata - information about the data 
This is very important and needs to be included. 

− What form will this take? - File headers, web pages, text files? 
− Will supporting documentation and software be submitted alongside the data?  
− Are there any further sources of information about this dataset? What, where? 



 
Ownership of data  

− Who has ownership of the data?  Is it copyrighted/protected? 
− What is the source of the data?  
− Is it straight from one or many instrument scientists?  
− Or is it from another archive? e.g. met office, ESA, EUMETSAT, NASA etc 

 
Data archival  

− How and when will the data be submitted? Frequency if known? 
− How long after it is collected will it be submitted? 
− By what method: FTP push/pull, file uploader, CD/DVD, tape, other? 

 
Storage and backup  

− How should the data be backed up at BADC?  
− Is BADC the primary archive of this data or is it mirrored from elsewhere?   
− How difficult would it be to replace and would it be important to replace it?  
− How often should it be backed up? (depends on how often it is submitted) 

And onto what medium - disc, tape,... 
− How long should the BADC keep the data?  What should we do with it after 

this time? 
 
Data distribution  

− What access restrictions does the BADC need to impose on the data? None - 
is it public access?  

− Is it restricted to a particular group for a given length time? (e.g. project 
participants/ UK researchers), if so who? Who decides who can have access? 

− How long is it restricted and what happens after this time? 
− Do users have to agree to terms and conditions - what are they? 
− Is a data protocol/conditions of use form required to be written? 
− How do users apply for access? click an online button, sign an agreement.... 

 
 
Access to 3rd party data 
This is particularly relevant to DMPs associated with measurement campaigns 

− Is access to other datasets required?  Which ones? 
− Should this dataset be linked to/from any other? 

 
Publications 
Any special arrangements/wording/acknowledgements required for publications? 
  
Liaison Between BADC and dataset users/Programme Participants 
Are there any workspaces set up or email lists set up for users of this dataset/project? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix A: deposit conditions  
These are the conditions of depositing the data at the data centre. These conditions 
give rights to NERC to distribute the data and to exploit the data, while respecting the 
rights of the data creator.  

− respect use conditions 
− credit 
− migration 
− future NERC or research council rights 
− the depositor 

 
Appendix B: use conditions  
These are the conditions of depositing the data at the data centre. These conditions 
give rights to NERC to distribute the data and to exploit the data, while respecting the 
rights of the data creator. 
 
Appendix C: access conditions  
These are the conditions of depositing the data at the data centre. These conditions 
give rights to NERC to distribute the data and to exploit the data, while respecting the 
rights of the data creator. 
 
 
 
Any other special conditions, actions or arrangements required for the dataset? 
 
 


